No. IV-170173/2007-Prov.I
Government of India
Ministry of Home Affairs

26, Man Singh Road, Jaisalmer House,
New Delhi, 21.5.2007

To

The DGs: Assam Rifles/BSF/CISF/CRPF/ITBP/NSG/SSB/BPR&D

Subject:- Finalization of QR/specification for the Ambulance-cum-Dog Van.

The QR/specification for the Ambulance-cum-Dog Van has been finalized and accepted by the MHA.

2. Henceforth, all the CPMFs should procure the above items required by them strictly as per the laid down QR/Specification.

Yours faithfully,

(Alok Mukhopadhyay)
Under Secretary (Prov-I)

Copy to:-

DD(Procurement), MHA

Copy for information to: -

1. PS to JS(PM), MHA
2. Dir(Prov), MHA

[Signature]

[Stamp]
Technical Specification of the Ambulance-cum-Dog Van

1. INTRODUCTION

The ambulance cum dog van would cater for smooth transport of Dogs. Along with this it would contain essential facilities to cater for any vet emergency and evacuation to the dependent hospital.

2. Vehicle

The vehicle should be more than 17 ft length with good power to wt. ratio.


The vehicle should provide for the following:-

Air conditioning. Sealed from the environment to keep the precious Dogs safe from polluted/extreme climatic conditions. The vehicle should be air-conditioned.

Power. The vehicle should be self-contained for captive power.

Body. The vehicle should have house type body with proper insulation both in walls, roof and floor. The body shall be in two compartments front and rear with a door communication in between

Kennels. The vehicle should have provision of 2 kennels to house dogs. (Each kennel should measure as length 111 cm x height 81 cm x width 62 cm)

Seats. There should be seating arrangements for minimum six personnel.

Treatment Table. There is a requirement of stainless steel folding inspection cum treatment table (folding type length 130 cm x width 66 cm x depth 31 cm).

Medicine Cupboard. A first aid cum medicine cupboard is required to store emergency medicines (Height 100 cm x width 66 cm x depth 31 cm).

Wash basin. A stainless steel wash basin is required along with the treatment table.

Doors. Ambulance type rear two flap doors with ramp is required for easy alighting of dogs.

Stowage. Adequate storage is required on roof of vehicle along with utility stowage for necessary items.

Fans. Adequate number of fans in kennels as well as in rest of the bus is required for better air circulation.

Lights. Adequate number of light points are required inside the vehicle.
4. **Technical Specifications:**

**Body Structure.** The body structure shall be made of steel sections and packing with anti vibration reinforced rubberized flat section over chassis frame.

**Insulation.** All walls and roof shall be insulated.

**Flooring.** Base of floor should be fitted with aluminum-checkered plate screwed through floor frame. Inside the kennels there should be vinyl floor sheet fixed over thick waterproof ply.

**Doors.** The doors should be hinged type outside openable rear doors (Ambulance type). For crew/men the doors should be inside (collapsible standard door). The driver seat door should be hinged type standard door.

**Windows.** There is requirement of adequate sized windows with two way horizontal full sliding glass.

**Seats.** There is requirement of standard type seats for crew along with arrangement of 4 folding seats in the front compartment along with the seat cum folding step.

**Veterinary setup :-**

(i) Stainless steel folding inspection cum treatment table.
(ii) Stainless steel washbasin.
(iii) First aid cum medicine cupboard.
(iv) Water tank stainless steel.
(v) Dustbin.
(vi) Soap dispenser, towel hook and mirror.

**Electrical Fittings:-**

(i) Minimum one fan in each kennel is required along with requisite number of fans in the rest space of vehicle for better air circulation.
(ii) Minimum of three ceiling lights are required in the rear compartment and two in front compartment.

**Paint.** Complete body of the van will be painted white after surface treatment.

Dog Van related Sketch available with dimension for reference.